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About This Game

Five years ago in this forest..

A journalist wanted to go there.And (of course) he didnt come back.

Few days later,he called his best friend.He just said to him "Come Here" and line dropped.

You're the "Best friend" of this journalist.You listened your friend and you went there.

AND NOW LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
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Title: Sullen: Light is Your Friend
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Publisher:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 230 or AMD Radeon HD 5570

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1536 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio

English,Turkish
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sullen light is your friend badge. sullen light is your friend

This game gets hard fast. Well at least for me it did. But you just keep on sparking spaceman! Seriously i enjoy the music and
simple graphics of the game.. A very pretty otome with awesome character animation and music. I really enjoyed the world it
takes place in and hope to see it expanded on in a future installment. Definitely worth it for the price.
I didn't encounter any of the bugs people mentioned in previous reviews.. Game of the year. Well, I consider it as very good
purchase. Had fun for few hours, and paid only 1€. Pretty nice 9/10, would buy again..

왜 내 비행기는 땅으로 꼬라박는가. This "game" has everything

20 FPS

Low Graphics

No Servers

And last but not least, the horrible gameplay

luckily i didn't pay for this game. Great Stealth game. But the AI is kinda dumb and 200 IQ.. Kingspray Graffiti was a great help
for me to practice real life graffiti. The realistic drips and pressure, made it the ideal game for both hardcore painters and
newcomers. What I especially love, is the camera feature. Moving around all cinematic. You will be able to film your
experience from 9 different angles, while also being able to see the camera through the goggles.

10/10 <3. Another VN Game About well Painting Now I think people That wanna have an Artisic Feel to something is nice.
The MC you Helps these 3 Girls creating Mars Painting And Beginning theres Little to no effort done on there part but slowly
Becomes Better as time goes on.

Nacchan Pink Haird Girl Wants to become Manga Artist she loves to draw and sketch too
Estelle Girl with Whatever Attitude She just likes to Do Whatever she wants and shes the Go too girl with Meh Problem.
Dawn is shy And also she Accels in her Painting skills Let alone other....things haha. I do Recc This Game to Anyone if you
love Painting.. The game simple dont work anymore when I try to get other then the default graphics. Stay away.
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Ruhr Sieg is long and has some dense beautiful landscape along with some highly detailed towns. Many have complained about
the bugs but they are mainly cosmetic and don't at all affect the drive. I like it very much. The scenarios are ok for the most
part. The night missions are bland because the towns in this route hardly light up at all. There is literally nothing to see. Other
than that I like it very much. Some of the locos leave a lot to be desired but I like one of electric ones offered and the BR52
steam loco.. All in all you can't go wrong for such a cheap price.. This game is awesome, if you love TD games you'll definitely
like this game
there are 2 only downsides of this game
1. The UI is very very simple in all aspects (info, sfx, graphics, animation)
2. It's taking too much time and too much concentration, and if you die you'll have to repeat the whole level (it can take more
than 1 hour for hard difficulty in later levels)
Other than those it's all good, gameplay is quite unique, nice story. I. Love. This. Game.

It's one of the few games that can truly be called "eerie" - it's not a "horror" game, but it's gentle pace has fear riddled
throughout. It's difficult enough to have you trying again and again to reach that final destination.

Screwfly has made a ton of great games (Zafehouse Diaries is fantastic), and this game is no exception to that... dare I say it...
train. ;) All I can hope is that this wonderful studio gets more and more recognition as time goes on! Thanks, Screwfly!. I have
read many, many stories, and played a lot of games, and in doing so I have become used all kinds of "surprise endings" and "plot
twists", so finding this gae, which not only surprised me with it's twists, but was also fun to play, was a treat. The fact that this
game is a commentary on some "taboo" subjects, and shows those subjects so clearly is amazing, especially since some of the
developers went through those situations. I loved the game and what it shows and I would like to thank the developers for
making this game, although I am truly very sorry for what inspired it.. What a nice surprise! All the major Lucarts graphic
adventure games have been released, except this. Until now. It would have been nice to get a remake like Day of the Tentacle,
but this is good enough. And it comes with both C64 and Amiga(Enhanced) versions.
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